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Dwelling: Shenandoah Valley
  

A Nest Site for Native Solitary Bees and Wasps
  

Sarah Peebles, 2019 (permanent)
State Arboretum of Virginia at Blandy Experimental Farm, Boyce, VA

Dwelling: Shenandoah Valley is situated at the junction of four different land-use
areas: a community garden, an un-managed field, managed collections of
woody shrubs and trees, and a managed restored field and marsh with native
plants. The native bees and wasps nesting and foraging here reflect the
complexity and importance of pollination ecology to our land-use strategies and
our evolving relationship with and influences on the land. 
  

Integrated media, earthwork. Materials: clay-rich earth, chopped straw, aggregate (“cob”); clay
plasters, field & quarried stone, cedar cabinet, pyrography with milk paint, nest plank for
solitary bees & wasps (routed maple, plexiglass), custom amplifier (accelerometer,
electronics), headphones, loupe, solar panel; pressure-treated wood, metal, polycarbonate
panels; styrofoam & mud blocks, oak with mud wash (temporary).
  

Assisted by Gabe Franklin, artisan plastering. Mary-Ann Alberga, illustrations, Jennifer Rong.
Cabinetry, Rob Cruickshank, electronics (sensory bee nest cabinet). David Waters & Brian
Redmond, cob and roof construction. MCC   1200 Architectural Engineers, roof design.
Lewis Whitesell, Zachary Kahn, Blandy Experimental Farm & volunteer builders,
technical assistance.
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Mining bee entering nest1. Cluster of mining bee nests1

Mining Bees: A Wall of their Own
There are five species of mining bees (genus Anthophora) in 
Virginia that excavate horizontal nest tunnels in hard packed earth, 
including sandstone and building materials like adobe and cob. Cob 
is a mixture of clay, sand, straw and water, which forms a very 
strong wall upon drying. This cob wall serves as a nesting resource 
for mining bees. 

Although these mining bees occur 
naturally here at Blandy, we are 
encouraging them to nest in this 
wall by placing clay blocks where 
they nested last year in front of 
the newly constructed wall.

This group of bees is active from mid May until late June 
in our area. The holes that they do not reuse are likely to 
become occupied by cavity nesting bees and wasps that 
look for cavities but do not create them.

Photo credits: 1Charlie Eisman
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What to Observe
Food Provisioning

Nest Plugging

Leafcutter bee backing into the nest with 
pollen under its abdomen.

Each chamber contains all the food a single offspring needs to grow from egg to adult. Bees provide 
pollen and nectar. Wasps provide insects, such as katydids and caterpillars, as well as spiders.

Photo credits: 1Taglicht Media; 2 Charlie Eisman ; 3Mark Pagliarini; 4Felix Fleck 

Mason bee nest showing series of larvae 
consuming pollen. Each larva separated by 
a mud partition. 

Open the cabinet door to 
see who’s home. 

What to Do

Use headphones and 
magnifying lens together 
to enhance your 
perception of tiny 
inhabitants, their nest 
materials and activity2. 
Use 'on' button (shuts off 
automatically). Close the 
door when you finish..

Potter wasp carrying 
a caterpillar to nest.  
Each offspring will 
consume several 
caterpillars to mature 

Mud dauber carrying 
spider. Adult will lay 
egg in chamber with 
several paralyzed 
spiders.

When the nest is complete, the 
adult seals the nest to keep out 
enemies, then starts another 
nest. She will never see her 
offspring, which mature later in 
the year, or next year.

Grass-carrying wasp 
with katydid to feed to 
offspring. She uses 
grass to make nest 
chambers.4

Wall Building
Parasitism

Cavity nesting bees and wasps build 
walls to separate each offspring. 
Mason bees, potter wasps and mud 
daubers use mud. Leafcutter bees 
use leaves.

Leafcutter bee building leaf partition.1

Mason bee carrying 
mud in its mandibles

Leucospid wasp 
using its long 
ovipositor to pierce 
the nest plug and 
lay an egg into a 
finished nest.3 

Bee flies visit 
flowers like bees, 
but lay their eggs 
in open bee and 
wasp nests.

This cuckoo bee 
sneaks into nests 
and lays her egg on 
the pollen and 
nectar.

Various flies, wasps and even bees lay 
eggs in occupied nests. Their larva will kill 
the host offspring and eat it, its food or both.

Blue orchard bee cleaning 
itself after visiting a flower.

Supported by the University of 
Virginia Bicentennial with funding 
provided by the Alumni Board of 
Trustees and Sarah Peebles

Dwelling: Shenandoah Valley
A Nest Site for Solitary Native Bees and Wasps

by Sarah Peebles

Over 150 species of wild bees live on this property. They pollinate
wild plants in the fields and forests, and cultivated plants in the 
community garden and the arboretum. There are also many species of 
predatory wasps that catch aphids and caterpillars to feed their 
offspring, keeping plants from getting eaten. This installation provides 
them with nesting habitat and you with a chance to peer into their lives.

Unlike honey bees and yellowjackets, solitary bees and wasps are not strongly 
defensive. A single female provisions each nest and defends it from insects, not people. 

Photo credits: 1,2Charlie Eisman; 3,4 Robert Cruickshank; 5Louise Hislop©

Mud dauber wasp carrying 
paralyzed spider. 

Sunflower leafcutter 
bee cutting a leaf

Bufflehead mason bee 
foraging on false indigo

The sensory 
cabinet allows 
immersive 
observation of 
cavity nesting bees 
and wasps inside 
their nests.

Listen while closely viewing 
the nesting activities of a 
variety of bees and other 
organisms in action4. 
Headphones and lens 
provided or BYO.

The curving wall serves 
as nesting habitat for 
mining bees that 
excavate tunnels in 
hard packed earth.

Mining bee entering nest1. Cluster of mining bee nests2

Aphid wasp carrying an 
aphid to its nest5.

Leafcutter bee backing into nest. 
Mud dauber nest (top)3.
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Dwelling: Shenandoah Valley A Nest Site for Native Bees and Wasps
State Arboretum of Virginia, Blandy Experimental Farm (2019)  
 

Artist Statement 
Dwelling: Shenandoah Valley is situated at the 
junction of five different land-use areas: a 
community garden, an unmanaged field, managed 
collections of woody shrubs and trees, a managed 
restored field and marsh with native plants, and just 
beyond, conventionally farmed fields.  

The native bees and wasps nesting and foraging here 
reflect the complexity and importance of pollination 
ecology to our land-use strategies and our evolving 
relationship with and influences on the land; their 
diversity and abundance influences what grows and 
succeeds in this place. 

Here, we enter an intimate space which invites focused, 
contemplative observation. Mud-tunneling bees, twig & 
cavity nesters and wood excavators (in roof joists) 
reflect diverse nesting ecologies of solitary bees and 
wasps. The sensory cabinet presents an immersive view 
of solitaries which nest in deadwood and hollow plant 
stems: the headphones used together with a magnifier 
bring their activities, nest materials, food sources, life 
cycles, parasites, commensals and relationships into 
closer focus. The cabinet, earthen wall and the habitat 
beyond are dynamic; they will change over time in 
subtle and compelling ways. The view from here speaks 
to the relationships between pollinators, plants, insects, 
soil, birds, and animals; to weather, time & space; to the 
shifting ecologies of this place and beyond. 

Dwelling draws from the rich history of earthen 
building in world cultures and from recent innovations 
in clay and earth artistry. In the spirit of sustainable 
building, we created this habitat wall from clay-rich 
earth gathered on-site; the stone foundation repurposes 
old stone cattle walls found in these fields, and 
continues to give testimony to the lives of the 67 slaves 
who lived and laboured on these grounds in the 1800's, 
when this site was a plantation and hunting grounds. 
This work is the second in the Dwelling series of habitat 
walls for native bees.  

— Sarah Peebles, 2019 

Photo: Robert Cruickshank, cabinet door;  
illustration by Mary-Ann Alberga 

Resonating Bodies: where art, pollination ecology and 
community intersect   resonatingbodies.wordpress.com 
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Photos by Ben Sullivan and Sarah Peebles
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Special thanks to T’ai Roulston, Sam Droege John Matteo & Vincent Zhuang.

This document designed and assembled by Kevin Steele with Sarah Peebles.

© Sarah Peebles 2018–2019

Insects on pp. 3 & 5, mining bees Anthophora abrupta; pg. 8, aphid wasp;  
pg. 14, pugnacious leaf cutter bee nests (Megachile pugnata); pp. 15-16, potter wasp.

Dwelling: Shenandoah Valley was commissioned by the State Arboretum at Virginia.

Supported by the University of Virginia Bicentennial with funding provided by the Alumni Board of Trustees, 
and contributions by the artist.
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